
Why not let your little one have an extra special birthday by taking them on a Monkey Drama adventure!? We   of-
fer the following packages for birthdays but we can cater for any special requirements should you want anything 

specific to make it even more special! 

 

We offer 5 themes to choose from as standard! 

 

Going to the Zoo 

Great for children of all ages! All the animals have escaped from the zoo so it’s our job to visit the zoo and  audition 
to be the new animals. Kangaroo hopping, roaring like a lion, putting on a penguin parade, walking through the 

mud with the hippos and much more! 

Superhero—The Slime Den mission 

Mr Big Hair has captured Mr Monkey in his slime den! Its up to all you...the best Super Hero’s in the world to go on 
a Super Hero mission to find the Slime Den and defeat Mr Big Hair! You will complete the Super Hero assault 

course, climb buildings, fly, use your special powers, slime detectors and special vision glasses! 

Hidden Rainbow 

All the colours in world have gone missing! There is a colour thief on the loose...can you be a super colour hero 
and get them back!? You will travel across the rainbow, meet the rainbow fairy and the under water fish witch, 

swim like a mermaid...and lots more! 

Off to the Fairground 

An adventure where you will be a clown, a lion jumping through the flamed hoop with Fredrico de  Lion Tamer,   
enjoying fairground rides and walking the tightrope! 

Pirate Adventure 

Join Captain Magoo as he goes in search of the hidden treasure! But you must watch out for the naughty pirates 
who also want the treasure,  especially captain hook! We will be scrubbing the decks, walking the plank...ducking 

from flying canon balls, searching for the gold and treasure, rowing our boats and lots more! . 

Packages 

All packages include a fab filled canvas bag for the birthday girl or boy and we will provide you with Monkey Drama 
party invitations, a certificate for all children and some party game prizes!  

Option 1 

 1 hour session with one of the above themes for up to a max of 20 children. 

Option 2 

1 hour session with one of the above themes for up to 25 children. 

Option 3 

Tailor made drama session (We would write a specific session on a theme chosen by your child)  

Option 4 

45 minute session, including one of the above themes. Not including party games (most suitable for 1-2 year olds 
which requires parent participation) This session is also suitable for toddler events and one off sessions. 

 

Discounts are available for parties with 10 children or less. 

We offer excellent value for money in our packed party sessions! 

 


